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Challenges in the Operation

● In the mills, As the flutes of rolls wear out over time, the millers squeeze them 
more and try to get as much use out of them as they possibly can. Wearing 
out flutes affects many parameters in the milling process, such as the yield 
decreases due to wear, also leading to increased energy consumption and a 
decrease in product quality. 

● Nowadays, most millers determine the time to change the rolls by their own 
personal experiences with such devices and machinery.

● In some of the mills there are re-fluting machine but you cannot control your
operators are re-fluting your own rolls as per your request. 
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Solution in Maintenance

The rollCare Profile Measurement 
Device is the only one device designed 
using laser technology in the World that 
able to check roll profiles condition then
allows you to determine the rolls are worn
out or not. 
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Solution in Maintenance

What Does rollCare device measure?

RollCare measures the sharp angles, dull 
angles, land, Depth of the corrugations, 
deepest point radius, pitch and Flute Area of 
corrugated rolls.
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● The specifications of rollCare

Technical Feature



● Where we are using?

1. You can use it on roller mills as shown 
Picture.
Millers can measure the profile of rolls 
while sitting in the comfort of the mill 
operator’s room, thanks to rollCare’ 
wireless connectivity and recharge ability

Benefits for a Milling 
Operation



● 2. If you have a fluting machine, you can check 
the flutes status of various rolls while actively 
re-fluting rolls.
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● 3. when you order fluted rolls
from your roll supplier then you 
can check them for the profiles 
are correct or not. 
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● 4. You can control the carbide’s 
angles before fluting operation, to
check whether angles are correct 
or still need to sharpening or 
adjustment.



Benefits for a Milling 
Operation

How rollCare works?

Firstly, rollCare Sticks on the 
roll with Magnets. Device 
transfers via wireless the roll 
profile to the computer. 
Specially designed software 
allows you to measure easily 
all the parameters required. 
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Technical Feature

Here you can see the 
actual profile of new 
fluted roll. This 
transferred from laser 
to pc.
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Technical Feature

In this picture there is a 
measured profile and 
specially designed 
software allow you to 
measure easily all the 
parameters required 
with tollbars such as get 
angles, calculation the 
depth, land and pitch
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Technical Feature

Users then need to input 
manually the theoretical 
flow sheet of the rolls 
they wish to analyze 
then the program 
automatically draws a 
graph of the profile and 
overlaps both profile
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Technical Feature
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Technical Feature
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● Wear out Profiles



Technical Feature
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● For example, the green line is use 
for break 1 and starts from 10 
power x hour / kg in 0% 
corrugation wear. After a while the 
corrugation wear percentage is 
increasing up to 75% on graph 
and you have to squeeze the rolls 
so force for B1 and power are 
increasing.



Conclusion and Learnings

WHY ROLLCARE
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Conclusion and Learnings

THANK YOU!

Sefa Yegin

Area Sales Manager – Yenar

Konya OSB Kuddusi Caddesi 22. Sokak No.2 Selcuklu, Konya, Turkey

info@yenar.com.tr / sefa@yenar.com.tr
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